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Build iOS Games with Sprite Kit: Unleash Your Imagination in Two DimensionsPragmatic Bookshelf, 2014

	For beginning iOS developers who want to write games and interactive applications.

	

	Take your game ideas from paper to pixels using Sprite Kit, Apple's 2D game development engine. Build two exciting games using Sprite Kit and learn real-world, workshop-tested insights about game design, including cognitive...
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Building a 2D Game Physics Engine: Using HTML5 and JavaScriptApress, 2017

	Build your very own 2D physics-based game engine simulation system for rigid body dynamics. Beginning from scratch, in this book you will cover the implementation technologies, HTML5 and JavaScript; assemble a simple and yet complete fundamental mathematics support library; define basic rigid body behaviors; detect and resolve rigid body...
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Interactive Stories and Video Game Art: A Storytelling Framework for Game DesignCRC Press, 2017

	The success of storytelling in games depends on the entire development teamâ€•game designers, artists, writers, programmers and musicians, etc.â€•working harmoniously together towards a singular artistic vision. Interactive Stories and Video Game Art is first to define a common design language for understanding and orchestrating...
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Theories of Crime Through Popular CulturePalgrave Macmillan, 2020

	
		This textbook brings criminology theories to life through a wide range of popular works in film, television and video games including 13 Reasons Why, Game of Thrones, The Office, and Super Mario Bros, from a variety of contributors. It serves as an engaging and creative...
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Inside Direct3D (Dv-Mps Inside)Microsoft Press, 2000
With the introduction of Microsoft Windows 95, game developers had the opportunity to develop Windows-based games that were far more powerful than was possible with earlier versions of Windows. Even with this capability, however, accessing the multimedia hardware consistently and efficiently was no easy task—that is, until Microsoft...
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Bounce, Tumble, and Splash!: Simulating the Physical World with Blender 3DSybex, 2008
Learn all about Blender, the premier open-source 3D software, in Bounce, Tumble, and Splash!: Simulating the Physical World with Blender 3D. You will find step-by-step instructions for using Blender’s complex features and full-color visual examples with detailed descriptions of the processes. If you’re an advanced...
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Learn GameSalad for iOS: Game Development for iPhone, iPad, and HTML5 (Learn Apress)Apress, 2012


	In 2007, Apple revolutionized our way of living by introducing the iPhone, but most important

	was the birth of iOS. Today, iOS is used in the iPhone, iPad, and iPod Touch. Via the App Store, a

	new business model has emerged that offers more than 500,000 applications and games,

	resulting in 25 billion downloads. This new business...
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Breaking Into the Game Industry: Advice for a Successful Career from Those Who Have Done ItCengage Learning, 2011

	Aspiring and professional game developers have a lot of questions: What should be in their portfolios? How do they make contacts? How do they negotiate salaries? How much do game designers make? What should they wear to interviews? In this fast-paced and humorous guide, the authors answer these questions and many more, including the ones you...
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Advanced Java Game ProgrammingApress, 2004

	Advanced Java Game Programming teaches you how to create desktop and Internet computer games using the latest Java programming language techniques. Whereas other Java game programming books focus on introductory Java material, this book covers game programming for experienced Java developers.


	David Wallace...
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The Inner Game of Stress: Outsmart Life's Challenges and Fulfill Your PotentialRandom House, 2009

	Renowned sports psychology expert W. Timothy Gallwey teams up with two esteemed physicians to offer a unique and empowering guide to mental health in today’s volatile world. The Inner Game of Stress applies the trusted principles of Gallwey’s wildly popular Inner Game series, which have helped athletes the world over, to...
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Hacking the PSP: Cool Hacks, Mods, and Customizations for the Sony Playstation PortableJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
You hold in your hand the Holy Grail for PSP aficionados—300 pages of ways to have even more fun with that little handheld powerhouse than the manufacturer intended. Use it as a hard drive. Surf the Web wirelessly. Play your own movies in the palm of your hand. Build your own battery pack. Run homebrew apps. And we're just getting started....
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Physics Modeling for Game ProgrammersCourse Technology PTR, 2004
Programmers who want to include 3D math and physics in a game have to wade through physics textbooks and dreary tomes on linear algebra and group theory, only to find that the material is too abstract to be used directly in their games. This book gives readers the skills they want and need to incorporate real physics into their games. As they work...
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